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One parent from the Home team will be responsible to run the scoreboard during
games.
Please arrive 10 to 15 minutes prior to the start of the game for set up time.
The scoreboards are located on the floor above the snack stand. Each scoreboard
is numbered according to Field #’s.
To turn on the scoreboards access the circuit breaker box on the first floor of the
snack stand in the equipment area. There are labels for each scoreboard breaker
by Field #. Turn the appropriate breaker # on for your game field.
Once the scoreboards are turned on and lit, go to the scoreboard equipment on the
second floor marked with your Field #.
Open the window by unlocking and sliding open. This will enable you to hear the
umpire’s calls.
Upon the start of the game you will be entering balls, strikes, outs, innings, score
and time.
CLOCK: Set the clock for 90 minutes to start at the beginning of the game.
When the 90 minutes runs out then add another 30 minutes to equal the allotted 2
hour time period. Start the clock when the umpire starts the game.
BALLS: Balls will appear at the top left hand corner of the scoreboard (up to 4).
It will automatically clear after the 4th ball entered. To clear after batter keep
pressing the button until no ball lights are shown on scoreboard.
STRIKES: Strikes will appear directly under the balls in the upper top left hand
corner of the scoreboard. It will automatically clear after the 3rd strike entered.
To clear after batter keep pressing strike button until no strike lights are shown on
scoreboard.
OUTS: Outs will appear under the strikes in the top upper left hand corner of the
scoreboard. To clear after each team’s inning keep pressing the out button until
no out lights appear on scoreboard.
BE SURE TO CLEAR BALLS/STRIKES/OUTS AFTER EACH BATTER.
SCORE: There is a Guest +1 button and a Home +1 button. Hit the Guest +1
button for each run the Guest team scores and the Home +1 button for each run
the Home team scores.
When the 2 hour time runs out – the game will continue until the entire inning is
complete. Both teams get to bat in the final inning.
When the game is over, please shut and lock the window and turn off the
scoreboard at the circuit breaker.

